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Eggs. It is one of the most common and useful ingredients used throughout the world. You can

have it raw, mix it in your food, boil it, porch it, scramble it, or simply make an omelet out of it.

Most of us have grown up eating omelets for breakfast or as simple meals. But technically,

what is an omelet? A quick search on the web lets us know that it is nothing but beaten eggs

that are either fried or baked, usually accompanied by vegetables or meat.Seems really simple

right? But every simple step to making an omelet has its complexities. For example, whisking

the eggs properly is important for a fluffy light omelet. Flipping an omelet is tricky but an

important step too. The way you season an omelet or the vegetable that ends up becoming the

filling, all it makes this very basic dish extremely delicious and mouthwatering.
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AfterthoughtsIntroductionOmelets are made differently in different parts of the world. Most

consider the omelet a perfect breakfast meal. Some parts of South-East Asia have a creative

and interesting way of making their meal meals. Besides that's, omelets can vary depending on

what filling they carry. Around the world, every household might make them differently, all of

them being unique and taste in their way. This cookbook is a collection of just that. 30 different

recipes, some from different cuisines, some with rare ingredients, and some with different non-

conventional methods of making omelets.Who knew that there could be so many different ways

of making the very simple and common omelet? The best part about an omelet is how quickly

it can be made. Most of the recipes in this cookbook take about 5 to 45 minutes. There are

fewer chances of going wrong while making an omelet since you use everyday kitchen utensils

and the ingredients are usually basic. So, what are you waiting for? Go ahead and try the

recipes.1. French OmeletWhat better to have for breakfast other than the Classic French

omelet? It is that simple and easy to make and tastes extremely delicious. French Omelets are

so popular that they are shown in many films and movies, portrayed as a French breakfast in

bed. Follow the recipe and treat yourself to the tasty omelet.Ingredients:2 large eggs2

tablespoons milksalt as per tasteGround black pepper as per taste1 tablespoon unsalted

butterSautéed onionsChopped spring onions to garnishServings - 1Cooking Time - 15

minutesInstructions:Beat the egg in a small bowl. Pour in the milk, pepper, and salt.Place a

large pan on the stove and heat it over a medium-high flame.Add the butter and properly

grease the pan.Pour the eggs into the pan. Stir vigorously and then let the eggs set and cook

on the pan.Slowly tap the pan on the stove to let the egg release from the pan.If the egg is not

sticking to the pan, fold and roll the eggs.Reduce the heat and let the eggs cook.Place the

omelet in a place. Put the sautéed onions over the egg and sprinkle with some chopped spring



onions.2. Moroccan OmeletIt is time to have a Moroccan-style dish. Moroccan omelet is

extremely flavorful and easy to make. The recipe only recipes four main ingredients and the

instructions are equally simple. You will not regret trying out this recipe. So, get going and fry

your egg according to the recipe and enjoy.
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